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Abstract

Graph neural networks (GNNs) have achieved state-of-

the-art performance in many graph learning tasks. How-

ever, recent studies show that GNNs are vulnerable to both

test-time evasion and training-time poisoning attacks that

perturb the graph structure. While existing attack methods

have shown promising attack performance, we would like to

design an attack framework to further enhance the perfor-

mance. In particular, our attack framework is inspired by

certified robustness, which was originally used by defend-
ers to defend against adversarial attacks. We are the first,

from the attacker perspective, to leverage its properties to

better attack GNNs. Specifically, we first derive nodes’ cer-

tified perturbation sizes against graph evasion and poison-

ing attacks based on randomized smoothing, respectively.

A larger certified perturbation size of a node indicates this

node is theoretically more robust to graph perturbations.

Such a property motivates us to focus more on nodes with

smaller certified perturbation sizes, as they are easier to be

attacked after graph perturbations. Accordingly, we design

a certified robustness inspired attack loss, when incorpo-

rated into (any) existing attacks, produces our certified ro-

bustness inspired attack counterpart. We apply our frame-

work to the existing attacks and results show it can signifi-

cantly enhance the existing base attacks’ performance.

1. Introduction

Learning with graphs, such as social networks, citation
networks, chemical networks, has attracted significant at-
tention recently. Among many methods, graph neural net-
works (GNNs) [14,33,38,41,44] have achieved state-of-the-
art performance in graph related tasks such as node classi-
fication, graph classification, and link prediction. However,
recent studies [8,19,20,23,30,34,36,37,39,40,50,51] show
that GNNs are vulnerable to both test-time graph evasion
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attacks and training-time graph poisoning attacks1. Take
GNNs for node classification as an instance, graph eva-
sion attacks mean that, given a learnt GNN model and a
(clean) graph, an attacker carefully perturbs the graph struc-
ture (i.e., inject new edges to or remove the existing edges
from the graph) such that as many testing nodes as possi-
ble are misclassified o by the GNN model. Whereas, graph
poisoning attacks mean that, given a GNN algorithm and a
graph, an attacker carefully perturbs the graph structure in
the training phase, such that the learnt GNN model misclas-
sifies as many testing nodes as possible in the testing phase.
While existing methods have shown promising attack per-
formance, we want to ask: Can we design a general attack

framework that can further enhance both the existing graph
evasion and poisoning attacks to GNNs? The answer is yes.

We design an attack framework inspired by certified ro-
bustness. Certified robustness was originally used by de-

fenders to guarantee the robustness of classification mod-
els against evasion attacks. Generally speaking, a testing
example (e.g., an image or a node) with a better certified
robustness guarantee indicates this example is theoretically

more robust to adversarial (e.g., pixel or graph) perturba-
tions. While certified robustness is mainly derived for do-
ing the good, attackers, on the other hand, can also leverage
its property to do the bad. For instance, when an attacker
knows the certified robustness of nodes in a graph, he can
base on nodes’ certified robustness to reversely reveal the
vulnerable region of the graph and leverage this vulnerabil-
ity to design better attacks. We are inspired by such prop-
erty of certified robustness and design the first certified ro-
bustness inspired attacks to GNNs.

Our attack framework consists of three parts: i) In-
spired by the state-of-the-art randomized smoothing based
certified robustness against evasion attacks to image mod-
els [7, 28] and GNN models [35], we first propose to gen-
eralize randomized smoothing and derive the node’s cer-

1We mainly consider the graph structure attack in the paper, as it is
more effective than the feature attack. However, our attack framework can
be easily extended to the feature attack.
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tified perturbation size against graph poisoning attacks to
GNNs. Particularly, a larger certified perturbation size of a
node indicates this node is theoretically more robust to ad-
versarial graph perturbations. In other words, an attacker
needs to perturb more edges during the training phase in
order to make this node wrongly predicted by the learnt
GNN model. This property inspires us to focus more on
disrupting nodes with relatively smaller certified perturba-
tion sizes under a given perturbation budget. ii) We design
a certified robustness inspired attack loss. Specifically, we
modify the classic node-wise loss by assigning each node
a weight based on its certified perturbation size—A node
with a larger/smaller certified perturbation size will be as-
signed a smaller/larger weight. In doing so, losses for nodes
with smaller certified perturbation sizes will be enlarged,
and most of the perturbation budget will be automatically
allocated to perturb these nodes. Thus, more nodes will be
misclassified with the given perturbation budget. iii) We
design the certified robustness inspired attack framework to
generate adversarial graph perturbations to GNNs, based on
our certified robustness inspired attack loss. We emphasize
that, as our new attack loss only modifies the existing attack
loss with certified perturbation size defined node weights,
any existing graph evasion or poisoning attack method can
be used as the base attack in our framework.

We apply our certified robustness inspired attack frame-
work to the state-of-the-art graph evasion and poisoning
attacks [40, 51] to GNNs. Evaluation results on multiple
benchmark datasets show our attack framework can sub-
stantially enhance the attack performance of the base at-
tacks. Our contributions are as follows:
• We propose a certified robustness inspired attack frame-

work to GNNs. Our framework can be plugged into any
existing graph evasion and poisoning attacks.

• To our best knowledge, we are the first work to use certi-
fied robustness for an attack purpose.

• Evaluation results validate the effectiveness of our attack
framework when applied to the existing attacks to GNNs.

2. Background and Preliminaries

2.1. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)

Let G = (V, E) be a graph, where u 2 V is a node,
(u, v) 2 E is an edge between u and v. Let A 2
{0, 1}|V|⇥|V| be the adjacency matrix. As A contains all

graph structure information, we will interchangeably use A
and G to indicate the graph in the paper. We mainly con-
sider GNNs for node classification. Each node u 2 V has
a label yu from a label set Y . Let VTr and VTe be the set
of training nodes and testing nodes, respectively. Given a
GNN algorithm A, which takes the graph G(A) and train-
ing nodes VTr as an input and produces a node classifier f✓
parameterized by ✓, i.e., f✓ = A(A,VTr). The node clas-
sifier f✓ inputs G(A) and outputs labels for all nodes, i.e.,

f✓ : A ! Y |V|. To learn f✓, a common way is to minimize
a loss function L defined on the training nodes VTr and the
graph G(A) as follows:

min
✓

L(f✓,A,VTr) =
X

u2VTr

`(f✓(A;u), yu), (1)

where f✓(A;u) is the predicted label of a node u. After
learning f✓⇤ , a testing node v 2 VTe is then predicted a
label as ŷv = f✓⇤(A; v).

2.2. Adversarial Attacks to GNNs

We denote by � 2 {0, 1}|V|⇥|V| the adversarial graph

perturbation, where �s,t = 1 (or 0) means the attacker per-
turbs (or keeps) the edge status between a node pair (s, t).
Moreover, we denote A � � as the perturbed graph, with �
the element-wise XOR operator. For instance, if there is an
(or no) edge between (u, v), i.e., Auv = 1 (or Auv = 0),
perturbing this edge status (i.e, �u,v = 1) means removing
the edge (or injecting a new edge), i.e., Au,v � �u,v = 0 (or
Au,v � �u,v = 1) to the graph. We assume an attacker has a
perturbation budget �, i.e., k�k0  �, meaning at most �
number of edges can be perturbed by the attacker.
Graph evasion attacks to GNNs. In graph evasion attacks,
given a learnt node classifier f✓⇤ , an attacker carefully crafts
a graph perturbation � to the graph G such that f✓⇤ predicts
nodes’ labels using the perturbed graph A�� as the attacker
desires. For instance, an attacker desires as many testing
nodes as possible to be misclassified by f✓⇤ (called untar-

geted attack) under the perturbation budget �. Formally, an
attacker aims to maximize the following 0-1 (attack) loss:

max
�

X

v2VTe

1[f✓⇤(A� �; v) 6= yv], s.t. ||�||0  �, (2)

where 1[·] is an indicator function, whose value is 1 if the
condition satisfies and 0, otherwise.

The above problem is challenging to solve in that the in-
dicator function is hard to be optimized. In practice, an at-
tacker will solve an alternative optimize problem as below:

max
�

X

v2VTe

`(f✓⇤(A� �; v), yv), s.t. ||�||0  �. (3)

For instance, [40] design the state-of-the-art PGD evasion
attack by solving Equation 3.
Graph poisoning attacks to GNNs. In graph poisoning
attacks, an attacker specifies a GNN algorithm A and care-
fully perturbs the graph G with a graph perturbation � in
the training phase, such that the learnt node classifier f✓⇤

misclassifies as many testing nodes as possible on the per-
turbed graph A� � in the testing phase. Formally, it solves
the following bilevel optimization problem:

max
�

X

v2VTe

1[f✓⇤(A� �; v) 6= yv], (4)

s.t. ✓⇤ = argmin
✓

X

u2VTr

1[f✓⇤(A� �;u) 6= yu], ||�||0  �,
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where the inner optimization problem is learning the node
classifier f✓⇤ on the perturbed graph A � � with training
nodes VTr, while the outer optimization problem is learning
to generate the graph perturbation � to maximally misclas-
sify testing nodes VTe with the learnt node classifier f✓⇤ .

In practice, the testing nodes VTe’s labels are unavail-
able during training, and thus we cannot directly optimize
Equation 4. In addition, the indicator function in Equa-
tion 4 is hard to optimize. A common strategy to address
this issue is by instead maximizing the loss on the train-

ing nodes VTr [40, 51] and using an alternative continuous
loss. Specifically, it solves the following alternative bilevel
optimization problem:

max
�

X

v2VTr

`(f✓⇤(A� �; v), yv), (5)

s.t. ✓⇤ = argmin
✓

X

u2VTr

`(f✓(A� �;u), yu), ||�||0  �.

This is based on the intuition that if a node classifier mis-
classifies a large number of training nodes, then it general-
izes poorly and thus is also very likely to misclassify a large
number of testing nodes.

2.3. Certified Robustness to Graph Evasion Attacks

We introduce certified robustness achieved via the state-
of-the-art randomized smoothing [7, 15, 17]. Randomized
smoothing was originally designed to build certified robust
machine learning classifiers against evasion attacks. It is
applicable to any classifier and scalable to large models,
e.g., deep neural networks. Here, we introduce random-
ized smoothing that defends against graph evasion attacks
to GNNs [35]. It consists of the following three steps.
Constructing a smoothed node classifier. Given a base
node classifier f , a graph G, and a testing node u with label
yu, randomized smoothing builds a smoothed node classi-

fier g via adding a random noise matrix ✏ to G. Formally,

g(A;u) = argmax
c2Y

Pr(f(A � ✏;u) = c), (6)

where Pr(f(A � ✏;u) = c) is the probability that the base
node classifier f predicts label c on the noisy graph A � ✏
and g(A;u) is the predicted label for u by the smoothed
node classifier g. ✏ has the following probability distribution
in the binary space {0, 1}|V|⇥|V|:

Pr(✏s,t = 0) = �, Pr(✏s,t = 1) = 1 � �, 8s, t 2 V. (7)

Equation 7 means that for each pair of nodes (s, t) in the
graph, we keep its edge status (i.e., As,t) with probability �
and change its edge status with probability 1 � �.
Deriving the certified robustness of graph evasion at-

tacks to GNNs. Suppose g(A;u) = yu, meaning that the
smoothed node classifier g correctly predicts u. Then, g

provably predicts the correct label for u once the graph per-
turbation � is bounded. Formally [35]:

g(A � �;u) = yu, 8||�||0  K(pyu), (8)

where pyu  Pr(f(A� ✏;u) = yu) is a lower bound of the
probability that f predicts the correct label yu on the noisy
graph A � ✏. K(pyu) is called node u’s certified perturba-

tion size, indicating that g provably predicts the correct label
when an attacker arbitrarily perturbs (at most) K(pyu) edge
status in the graph G. In other words, if a node has a larger

certified perturbation size, then it is certifiably more robust

to adversarial graph perturbation.

Computing the certified perturbation size in practice.

Note that K(pyu) is (positively) related to pyu , which can
be estimated via the Monte Carlo algorithm [7, 35]. Specif-
ically, given a node classifier f , a graph G(A), and a
testing node u, we first sample N random noise matri-
ces ✏1, · · · , ✏N from the noise distribution defined in Equa-
tion 7 and add each noise matrix ✏j to the graph G to con-
struct N noisy graphs A � ✏1, · · · ,A � ✏N . Then, we use
the node classifier f to predict u’s label on the N noisy
graphs and compute the frequency of each label c, i.e.,
Nc =

PN
j=1 I(f(A � ✏j , , u) = c) for c 2 Y . Then, we

can estimate pyu as

pyu = B(↵;Nyu , N � Nyu + 1), (9)

where 1 � ↵ is the confidence level and B(↵; a, b) is the
↵-th quantile of Beta distribution with shape parameters a
and b. With pyu , we can compute K(pyu), and details of
computing K(pyu) can been seen in [35].

3. Certified Robustness to Graph Poisoning

Attacks via Randomized Smoothing

Existing randomized smoothing mainly certifies robust-
ness of evasion attacks. In this section, we generalize it
and derive certified robustness of graph poisoning attacks.
Our key idea is to extend randomized smoothing from the
classifier perspective to a general function perspective. In
particular, we will build a base function, a smoothed func-
tion, and then adapt randomized smoothing to certify ro-
bustness to poisoning attacks using the smoothed function.
Such certified robustness guides us to design more effective
graph poisoning attacks, as shown in Section 4.
Building a base function. Suppose we have a graph G(A),
training nodes VTr, and a GNN algorithm A that takes the
graph and training nodes as an input and learns a node clas-
sifier f , i.e., f = A(A,VTr). We use the learnt f to predict
the label for a testing node v. Then, we can integrate the
entire process of training the node classifier f and testing
the node v as a function f̃(A,VTr; v). In other words, the
function f̃ is the composition of learning the node classifier
f and predicting a node v. We view f̃ as the base function.
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Constructing a smoothed function. In graph poisoning
attacks, an attacker aims to perturb the graph in the train-
ing phase. To apply randomized smoothing, we first add a
random noise matrix ✏ to the graph, where each entry ✏s,t
is drawn from a discrete distribution, e.g., defined in Equa-
tion 7. As we add random noise ✏ to the graph G, the output
of the base function f̃ is also random. Then, inspired by
Equation 6, we define the smoothed function g̃ as follows:

g̃(A,VTr; v) = argmax
c2Y

Pr(f̃(A � ✏,VTr; v) = c), (10)

where Pr(f̃(A � ✏,VTr; v) = c) is the probability that v is
predicted to be a label c by a GNN model trained on a noisy
graph A � ✏ using training nodes VTr. g̃(A,VTr; v) is the
predicted label for v by the smoothed function g̃.
Deriving the certified robustness of graph poisoning at-

tacks to GNNs. An attacker adds an adversarial graph per-
turbation � to the graph G(A) to produce a perturbed graph
A � �, where �s,t is the perturbation added to change the
edge status of the node pair (s, t) in the graph G during
training. Then, we can leverage the results in Equation 8 to
derive the certified perturbation size against graph poison-
ing attacks. Specifically, we have:

g̃(A � �,VTr; v) = yv, 8||�||0  K(pyv ), (11)

where pyv  Pr(f̃(A � ✏,VTr; v) = yv) is a lower bound
probability. Our result means the smoothed function g̃ prov-
ably predicts the correct label for v when (at most) K(pyv )
edge statuses in the graph are arbitrarily poisoned by an
attacker in the training phase.
Computing the certified perturbation size in practice.

Given a GNN algorithm A, a graph G(A), training nodes
VTr, a discrete noise distribution defined in Equation 7,
and a node v, we first sample N random noise matrices
✏1, · · · , ✏N from the discrete noise distribution and add
each noise to the graph G(A) to construct N noisy graphs
A � ✏1, · · · ,A � ✏N . Then, we train N node classi-
fiers f̃1 = A(A � ✏1,VTr), · · · , f̃N = A(A � ✏N ,VTr).
We use each of the N node classifiers to predict v’s la-
bel and compute the frequency of each label c, i.e., Nc =PN

j=1 I(f̃ j(A � ✏j ,VTr; v) = c) for c 2 Y . Finally, we
estimate pyv using Equation 9 and use it to calculate the
certified perturbation size, following [35]. Note the trained
N node classifiers is re-used to predict node labels and com-
pute certified perturbation size for different nodes.

4. Certified Robustness Inspired Attack

Framework against GNNs

In this section, we will design our attack framework to
GNNs inspired by certified robustness. Our attack frame-
work can be seamlessly plugged into the existing graph eva-
sion and poisoning attacks to design more effective attacks.

4.1. Motivation and Observation

Certified robustness, more specifically, certified pertur-
bation size derived in Section 2.3 and Section 3, was used
by defenders to defend GNN models against attacks. On the
other hand, from the attacker perspective, he can leverage
the properties of certified robustness to better attack GNN
models. Specifically, certified perturbation size of a node
characterizes the extent to which the GNN model prov-

ably and accurately predicts this node against the worst-case
graph perturbation. An attacker can base on nodes’ certified
perturbation sizes to reversely reveal the vulnerable region
of the graph and leverage this vulnerability to design bet-
ter attacks. In particular, we have the following observation
that reveals the inverse relationship between a node’s certi-
fied perturbation size and the perturbation associated with
this node when designing the attack.

Observation 1: A node with a larger (smaller) certi-

fied perturbation size should be disrupted with a smaller

(larger) number of perturbed edges.

If a node has a larger (smaller) certified perturbation size,
it means this node is more (less) robust to graph perturba-
tions. To misclassify this node, an attacker should allocate a
larger (smaller) number of perturbed edges. Thus, to design
more effective attacks (i.e., misclassify more nodes) with
a perturbation budget, an attacker should avoid disrupting
nodes with larger certified perturbation sizes, but focus on
nodes with smaller certified perturbation sizes.

Based on the above observation, our attack needs to solve
three correlated problems: i) How to obtain the node’s cer-
tified perturbation size for both graph evasion and poison-
ing attacks? ii) How to allocate the perturbation budget in
order to disrupt the nodes with smaller certified perturba-
tion sizes? iii) How to generate the adversarial graph per-
turbation for both evasion and poisoning attacks? To ad-
dress i), we adopt the derived node’s certified perturbation
size against graph evasion attacks (Section 2.3) and graph
poisoning attacks (Section 3). To address ii), we design
a certified robustness inspired loss, by maximizing which
an attacker will put more effort into disrupting nodes with
smaller certified perturbation sizes. To address iii), we de-
sign a certified robustness inspired attack framework, where
any existing graph evasion/poisoning attacks to GNNs can
be adopted as the base attack in our framework.

4.2. Certified Robustness Inspired Loss Design

Suppose we have obtained nodes’ certified perturbation
sizes. To perform a more effective attack, a naive solution is
that the attacker sorts all nodes’ certified perturbation sizes
in an ascending order, and then carefully perturbs the edges
to misclassify the sorted nodes one-by-one until reaching
the perturbation budget. However, this solution is both com-
putationally intensive—as it needs to solve an optimization
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problem for each node; and suboptimal—as all nodes and
the associated edges collectively make predictions and per-
turbing an edge could affect predictions of many nodes.

We design a certified perturbation size inspired loss that
assists to automatically seeking the “ideal” edges to be per-
turbed for both evasion attacks and poisoning attacks. Par-
ticularly, we notice that the loss function of evasion attacks
in Equation 3 or poisoning attacks in Equation 5 is defined
per node. Then, we propose to modify the loss function
in Equation 3 or Equation 5 by assigning each node with a
weight and multiplying each node loss with the correspond-
ing weight, where the node weight has a strong connection
with the node’s certified perturbation size. Formally, we de-
sign the certified perturbation size inspired loss as follows:

LCR(f✓,A,VT ) =
X

u2VT

w(u) · `(f✓(A;u), yu), (12)

where VT = VTe for evasion attacks and VT = VTr for
poisoning attacks; and w(u) is the weight of the node u.
Note that when setting all nodes with an equal weight, our
certified perturbation size inspired loss reduces to the con-
ventional loss in Equation 3 or Equation 5. Next, we show
the inverse relationship between the node’s certified pertur-
bation size and the assigned weight.

Observation 2: A node with a larger (smaller) certified

perturbation size is assigned a smaller (larger) weight.

As shown in Observation 1, we should disrupt more
nodes with smaller certified perturbation sizes, as these
nodes are more vulnerable. In other words, we should put
more weights on nodes with smaller certified perturbation
sizes to enlarge these nodes’ losses—making these nodes
easier to be misclassified with graph perturbations. In con-
trast, we should put smaller weights on nodes with larger
certified perturbation sizes, in order to save the usage of the
perturbation budget. Formally, we assign the node weight
such that w(u) ⇠ 1/K(pyu). There are many ways to as-
sign node weights satisfying the inverse relationship. In this
paper, for instance, we propose to define node weights as

w(u) =
1

1 + exp(a · K(pyu))
, (13)

where a is a tunable hyperparameter. We can observe that
the node weight is exponentially decreased as the node’s
certified perturbation size increases. Such a property en-
sures that the majority of perturbed edges are used for dis-
rupting nodes with smaller certified perturbation sizes (See
Figures 3) when performing the attack.

4.3. Certified Robustness Inspired Attack Design

Based on the derived certified perturbation size and our
certified robustness inspired loss, we now propose to gener-

ate graph perturbations against GNNs with both graph eva-
sion and poisoning attacks.
Certified robustness inspired graph evasion attacks to

generate graph perturbations. We can choose any graph
evasion attack to GNNs as the base evasion attack. In partic-
ular, given the attack loss from any existing evasion attack,
we only need to modify the loss by multiplying it with our
certification perturbation sizes defined node weights. For
instance, we can use the PGD attack [40] as the base evasion
attack. We replace its attack loss by our certified robustness
inspired loss LCR in Equation 12. Then, we have our certi-
fied robustness inspired PGD (CR-PGD) evasion attack that
iteratively generates graph perturbations as follows:

� = ProjB(� + ⌘ · r�LCR(f✓,A � �,VTe)), (14)

where ⌘ is the learning rate in PGD, B = {� : 1T � 
�, � 2 [0, 1]|V|⇥|V|} is the allowable perturbation set, and

ProjB(a) =

(
⇧[0,1](a� µ1), if 1T⇧[0,1](a� µ1) = �,

⇧[0,1](a), if 1T⇧[0,1](a)  �,

(15)

where µ > 0, ⇧[0,1](x) = x if x 2 [0, 1], 0 if x < 0, and
1 if x > 1. The final graph perturbation is used to perform
the evasion attack.
Certified robustness inspired graph poisoning attacks to

generate graph perturbations. Likewise, we can choose
any graph poisoning attack to GNNs as the base poison-
ing attack. Given the bilevel loss from any existing poison-
ing attack, we simply modify each loss by multiplying it
with our certified perturbation sizes’ defined node weights.
Specifically, we have

max
�

LCR(f✓⇤ ,A � �,VTr), (16)

s.t. ✓⇤ = argmin
✓

LCR(f✓,A � �,VTr), ||�||0  �, (17)

where LCR(f✓,A � �,VTr) =
P

v2VTr
w(v) ·

`(f✓(A � �, v) yv). Then, solving Equation 16 and
Equation 17 produces the poisoning attack graph perturba-
tions with our framework.

Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 in Appendix show two in-
stances of applying our CR inspired attack framework to
the PGD evasion attack and Minmax [40] poisoning graph,
respectively. To save time, we calculate nodes’ certified per-
turbation sizes per INT iterations. Then, comparing with
PGD, the computational overhead of our CR-PGD is calcu-
lating the node’s certified perturbation size with a set of N
sampled noises every INT iterations, which only involves
making predictions on N noisy matrices and is efficient.
Note that the predictions are independent and can be also
parallelized. Comparing with Minmax, the computational
overhead of our CR-Minmax is to independently train (a
small number of) N models every INT iterations, which
can be implemented in parallel.
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Figure 1. Evasion attack accuracy vs. perturbation budget.
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Figure 2. Poisoning attack accuracy vs. perturbation budget.

5. Experiments

5.1. Setup

Datasets and GNN models. Following [40, 51], we eval-
uate our attacks on benchmark graph datasets, i.e., Cora,
Citeseer [29], and BlogCataLogs [27]. Table 3 in Appendix
shows basic statistics of these graphs. We choose Graph
Convolutional Network (GCN) [14] as the targeted GNN
model, also following [40, 51].
Base attack methods. For graph evasion attacks, we
choose the PGD attack [40]2 that uses the cross-entropy
loss and CW loss [3] as the base attack methods, and de-
note the two attacks as CE-PGD and CW-PGD, respec-
tively. For graph poisoning attacks, we choose the Minmax
attack [40] and MetaTrain attack [51]3 as the base attack
methods. We apply our CR inspired attack framework to
these evasion and poisoning attacks and denote them as CR-
CE-PGD, CR-CW-PGD, CR-Minmax, and CR-MetaTrain,
respectively. All attacks are implemented in PyTorch and
run on a Linux server with 96 core 3.0GHz CPU, 768GB
RAM, and 8 Nvidia A100 GPUs.
Training and testing. Following [51], we split the datasets
into 10% training nodes, 10% validation nodes, and 80%
testing nodes. The validation nodes are used to tune the hy-
perparameters, and the testing nodes are used to evaluate
the attack performance. We repeat all attacks on 5 differ-
ent splits of the training/evaluation/testing nodes and report
the mean attack accuracy on testing nodes, i.e., fraction of
testing nodes are misclassified after the attack.
Parameter settings. Without otherwise mentioned, we set
the perturbation budget � as 20% of the total number of
edges in a graph (before attack). We set the parameter

2https://github.com/KaidiXu/GCN_ADV_Train
3https://www.kdd.in.tum.de/gnn-meta-attack

� = 0.999 in the noise distribution Equation 7, the con-
fidence level 1 � ↵ = 0.9, the number of samples N in
Monte Carlo sampling to calculate node’s certified pertur-
bation size is set to be 200 and 20 in evasion attacks and
poisoning attacks, respectively, and a = 1 in Equation 13.
The number of iterations T is 100 and 10, and the interval
is set to be INT = 10 and INT = 2 in evasion attacks
and poisoning attacks, respectively. The other hyperparam-
eters in CE-PGD, CW-PGD, Minmax, and MetaTrain are
selected based on their source code, and we set equal val-
ues in our CR inspired attack counterparts. We also study
the impact of the important hyperparameters that could af-
fect our attack performance: �, N , 1 � ↵, �, and a. When
studying the impact of a hyperparameter, we fix the other
hyperparameters to be their default values.

5.2. Attack Results

Our attack framework is effective. Figure 1 and Figure 2
show the evasion attack accuracy and poisoning attack ac-
curacy of the base attacks and those with our attack frame-
work vs. perturbation budget, respectively. We can observe
that our certified robustness inspired attack framework can

enhance the base attack performance in all datasets. For in-
stance, when attacking GCN on Cora and the perturbation
ratio is 20%, our CR-CE-PGD and CR-CW-PGD have a rel-
ative 7.0% and 5.6% gain over the CE-PGD and CW-PGD
evasion attacks. Moreover, CR-Minmax and CR-MetaTrain
have a relative 12.2% and 10.3% gain over the Minmax
and MetaTrain poisoning attacks. These results demon-
strate that the node’s certified robustness can indeed guide
our attack framework to find the more vulnerable region in
the graph to be perturbed, which helps to better allocate the
perturbation budget, and thus makes the base attacks with
our attack framework misclassify more nodes.
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Figure 3. Distribution of the perturbed edges vs. node’s certified perturbation size on Citeseer.

To further understand the effectiveness of our frame-
work, we visualize the distribution of the perturbed edges
vs. node’s certified perturbation size. Specifically, we first
obtain the perturbed edges via the base attacks and our CR
inspired attacks, and calculate testing/training nodes’ cer-
tified perturbation sizes for evasion/poisoning attacks, re-
spectively. Then we plot the distribution of the perturbed
edges vs node’s certified perturbation size. Specifically, if
a perturbed edge is connected with a testing/training node
in the evasion/poisoning attack, then we map this perturbed
edge to this node’s certified perturbation size. Our intuition
is that a perturbed edge affects its connected node the most.
Figure 3 shows the results on Citeseer (We observe that the
conclusions on the other datasets are similar). We can see
that a majority number of the perturbed edges connect with
testing/training nodes that have relatively smaller certified
perturbation sizes in our CR inspired attacks. In contrast, a
significant number of the perturbed edges in the base attacks
connect with nodes with relatively larger certified perturba-
tion sizes. Hence, under a fixed perturbation budget, our
attacks can misclassify more nodes.

Comparing with other weight design strategies. Recall
that our weight design is based on node’s certified robust-
ness: nodes less provably robust to graph perturbations are
assigned larger weights, in order to enlarge these node at-
tack losses. Here, we consider three other possible strate-
gies to design node weights that aim to empirically cap-
ture this property: 1) Random, where we uniformly assign
node weights between [0, 1] at random; 2) Node degree,
where a node with a smaller degree might be less robust to
graph perturbations, and we set a larger weight. Follow-
ing our weight design, we set wdeg(u) =

1
1+exp(a·deg(u)) ; 3)

Node centrality [25], where a node with a smaller central-
ity might be less robust to graph perturbations, and we set a
larger weight. Similarly, we set wcen(u) =

1
1+exp(a·cen(u)) .

As a baseline, we also consider no node weights.

Table 1 shows the attack results by applying these weight
design strategies to the existing graph evasion and poison-
ing attacks. We have the following observations: 1) Ran-

dom obtains the attack performance even worse than No

weight’s. This indicates an inappropriate weight design can
be harmful to the attack. 2) Node Degree and Centrality

perform slightly better than No weight. One possible rea-

Table 1. Attack performance with different weight design.
Dataset Method CW-PGD CE-PGD Minmax MetaTrain

Cora

No weight 0.74 0.71 0.62 0.68
Random 0.77 0.75 0.65 0.72
Degree 0.72 0.70 0.61 0.66

Centrality 0.73 0.70 0.60 0.66
Ours 0.70 0.66 0.55 0.62

Citeseer

No weight 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.61
Random 0.66 0.66 0.68 0.64
Degree 0.64 0.61 0.60 0.59

Centrality 0.64 0.62 0.60 0.58
Ours 0.60 0.60 0.57 0.52

B.C.Log

No weight 0.48 0.51 0.35 0.31
Random 0.54 0.55 0.40 0.35
Degree 0.46 0.50 0.32 0.28

Centrality 0.47 0.49 0.32 0.27
Ours 0.44 0.46 0.29 0.24

Table 2. Attack performance with different a.
Dataset a CR-CWPGD CR-CEPGD CR-Minmax CR-MetaTrain

Cora

0.5 0.70 0.67 0.55 0.62
1 0.70 0.66 0.55 0.62
2 0.70 0.66 0.54 0.62

Citeseer

0.5 0.60 0.61 0.58 0.54
1 0.60 0.60 0.57 0.52
2 0.60 0.59 0.57 0.53

B.C.Log

0.5 0.44 0.47 0.31 0.25
1 0.44 0.46 0.29 0.24
2 0.44 0.46 0.29 0.24

son is that nodes with larger degree and centrality are empir-
ically more robust to perturbations, which are also observed
in previous works, e.g., [34,50]. 3) Our weight design strat-
egy performs the best. This is because our weight design
intrinsically captures nodes’ certified robustness and thus
yields more effective attacks.
Ablation study. In this experiment, we study the impact of
hyperparameters: � in Equation 7, confidence level 1 � ↵
in Equation 9, and N in Equation 9, a in Equation 13, as
well the running time vs. N . Figure 4 shows the results of
�, 1 � ↵, and N , and running time vs. N on our attack.
We observe that: 1) Our attack is not sensitive to �; 2) Our
attack slightly becomes worse as the confidence level 1�↵
increases. Such an observation can guide an attacker to set
a relatively small � in practice. 3) Our attack becomes bet-
ter as N increases, but already works well with a relatively
smaller N . From this observation, an attacker can choose a
small N in practice to save the time and cost when perform-
ing the attack. 4) Running time does not increase too much
with N on the evasion attacks and is linear to N on poison-
ing attacks, consistent with our analysis in Section 4.3.

Table 2 shows the impact of a. We see the performances
are stable across different a. This is largely because our
weight design already ensures the node weight is inversely
and exponentially to the node’s certified perturbation size.
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Figure 4. Impact of (a) �, (b) 1 � ↵, (c) N (# in bracket in x-axis is for poisoning attacks), and (d) running time vs. N on Citeseer. Note
that (c): “No evasion attack” and “No poisoning attack” curves are overlapped; (d) INT=10 (2) for our evasion (poisoning) attacks.

6. Discussion

Evaluations on other GNNs. We mainly follow existing
attacks [40, 51], which only evaluate GCN. Here, we also
test SGC [38] on Cora and results show our CR-based GNN
attacks also have a 6%-12% gain over the base attacks. This
validates our strategy is generic to design better attacks.
Transferability between different GNNs. We evaluate the
transferability of the graph perturbations generated by our
4 CR-based attacks on GCN to SGC on Cora, when the at-
tack budget is 15. Accuracy on SGC under the 4 attacks
are: 73%, 76%, 66%, and 67%, while accuracy on GCN
are 71%, 73%, 63%, and 65%, respectively. This implies a
promising transferability between GCN and SGC.
Defenses against our attacks. Almost all existing empiri-
cal defenses [10,11,13,39,45,48,49] are ineffective to adap-
tive attacks [24]. We adopt adversarial training [22], which
is the only known effective empirical defense. Specifically,
we first generate graph perturbations for target nodes via our
attack and use the perturbed graph to retrain GNN with true
node labels. The trained GNN is used for evaluation. We
test on Cora and show this defense is effective to some ex-
tent, but has a nonnegligible utility loss. For instance, when
budget=15, the accuracy under the CR-CW-PGD (CR-CE-
PGD) attack increases from 73% (71%) to 76% (73%), but
the normal accuracy reduces from 84% to 73% (72%).

7. Related Work

Attacking graph neural networks (GNNs). We classify
the existing attacks to GNNs as evasion attacks [8,20,21,23,
36,39,40,50] and poisoning attacks [8,19,30,31,40,46,50,
51]. E.g., Xu et al. [40] proposed an untargeted PGD graph
evasion attack to the GCN. The PGD attack leverages first-
order optimization and generates discrete graph perturba-
tions via convexly relaxing the binary graph structure, and
obtains the state-of-the-art attack performance. Regarding
graph poisoning attacks, Zugner et al. [51] proposed a graph
poisoning attack, called Metattack, that perturbs the whole
graph based on meta-learning. Our attack framework can be
seamlessly plugged into these graph evasion and poisoning
attacks and enhance their attack performance.
Attacking other graph-based methods. Besides attack-
ing GNNs, other adversarial attacks against graph data in-
clude attacking graph-based clustering [6], graph-based col-

lective classification [32, 34], graph embedding [1, 4, 5, 9],
community detection [18], graph matching [47], etc. For
instance, Chen et al. [6] proposed a practical attack against
spectral clustering, which is a well-known graph-based
clustering method. Wang and Gong [34] designed an attack
to the collective classification method, called linearized be-
lief propagation, by modifying the graph structure.
Certified robustness and randomized smoothing. Ran-
domized smoothing [7, 15–17, 42, 43] was the first method
to obtain certified robustness of large models and achieved
state-of-the-art performance. For instance, Cohen et al. [7]
leveraged the Neyman-Pearson Lemma [26] to obtain a
tight l2 certified robustness for randomized smoothing with
Gaussian noise on normally trained image models. Salman
et al. [28] improved the certified robustness by combining
the design of an adaptive attack against smoothed soft im-
age classifiers and adversarial training on the attacked clas-
sifiers. [12], [35], and [2] applied randomized smoothing
in the graph domain and derived certified robustness for
community detection and node/graph classifications meth-
ods against graph perturbations. In this paper, we use ran-
domized smoothing to design better attacks against GNNs.

8. Conclusion

We study graph evasion and poisoning attacks to GNNs
and propose a novel attack framework motivated by certi-
fied robustness. We are the first work that uses certified ro-
bustness for an attack purpose. In particular, we first derive
the node’s certified perturbation size, by extending random-
ized smoothing from the classifier perspective to a general
function perspective. Based on it, we design certified ro-
bustness inspired node weights, which can be seamlessly
plugged into the existing graph perturbation attacks’ loss
and produce our certified robustness inspired attack loss and
attack framework. Evaluations on multiple datasets demon-
strate that existing attacks’ performance can be significantly
enhanced by applying our attack framework.
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